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Suppose U,, U,, are independent random variables, uniformly distributed on the unit interval, and 
p,, is a sequence of real numbers with 0~ y, < 1. Let M, = max{ U,: n - a, < i c n}, where a, is an integer 
sequence satisfying 1 G a, c n. We give a series criterion for determining when P{ M,, < CL,, i.o.} = 0 or 1. 
We also find the set of limit points of the sequence M,,. 
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1. Introduction 
Suppose that U, , U2, . . are independent random variables, uniformly distributed 
on the unit interval, and pfi is a sequence of real numbers with 0 4 p,, d 1. Let 
M*(n) = max{ U,: 15 id n}. Geoffrey [2] proved this upper class result: If p,, is 
non-decreasing, then P{M*( n) > p,, i.o.} = 0 or 1 according as 1 (I- pcL,) is finite 
or infinite. 
In [l], Barndorff-Nielsen proved the following lower class result: If p,, is non- 
decreasing and (P~)~ is non-increasing, then P{M*( n) < p,, i.o.} = 0 or 1 according 
as 1 (p,,)“(log log n)/n is finite or infinite. Robbins and Siegmund [5] later obtained 
essentially the same theorem in terms of a slightly reformulated series criterion. 
Klass [3,4] then established the validity of the Robbins-Siegmund criterion with 
no restrictions on the p,,. 
Suppose the U,,‘s are the magnitudes of units entering a system which must adjust 
to accommodate the magnitude of the largest unit present. If units enter this system, 
one at a time, and remain there, of interest is the behavior of the maxima M*(n), 
n 2 1. However, if units eventually vanish (pass through, or are removed) from the 
system, in the order that they enter, of interest are the ‘moving maxima’ 
M,, = maxi U,,~rr,,+l, . . , U,l, n 2 1, (1.1) 
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where a,, is an integer sequence satisfying 1 s a, s n. In [6], series criteria were 
found for such maxima. Theorem 1 of [6], which corresponds to the Geoffrey result, 
asserts that P{ M,, > p,, i.o.} = 0 or 1 according as C (1 - v,) is finite or infinite, where 
v,, = inf{pi: j - a, < n sj}. The characterization of the lower classes is a harder 
problem. The criteria in [6], given for some specific sequences a,,, take the following 
form: 
P{ M, < pn i.o.} = 
1 
1 if C(~~)~,ah(n) =cO, 
0 if C (j_~~)“fah(n) (00. 
(1.2) 
In general, the rate of decline of h(n) corresponds directly to the rate of growth of 
a,,. In the case where a, = O(log n), if /.L~ is bounded away from 1, or convergent 
to 1, then (1.2) holds with h(n) = 1. If bn sa,,scn, for some O<b<c<l, p,, is 
non-decreasing, and (~,,)~tl is non-increasing, then the first half of (1.2) holds with 
h(n) = (log log n)/n. If, in addition, 
sup(a,*+,-a,)<~ 
n’l 
(1.3) 
then the other half of (1.2) holds with the same function h. 
The following criterion is applicable to sequences, a,,, whose rate of growth is 
faster than ‘log n’, but slower than ‘n’. We write r(x) t c (or r(x) 1 c) to mean that 
r(x) is an eventually non-decreasing (or non-increasing) function of x that converges 
to c as x+00. 
Theorem 1. Let a(x) be a continuous, increasingfinctionfrom [O,a) to [ 1, 00) with 
x/a(x)too andh(x)=(l/a(x))log~~dt/a(t)~0. supposea(n)/cCr~a,~cCla(n)for 
some I+!I > 1, p,, is non-decreasing, and (pun)“,, is non-increasing. Then 
P{ M, < pn i.o.} = 
1 ifC(~,,)‘Q(n)=~, 
0 ifC (pfl)“)fh(n)<co and (1.3) holds. 
Remarks. For large x, the order of h(x) is between that of (log log x)/a(x) and 
(log x)/a(x). Suppose a(x) is differentiable and let w(x) = a(x)/log x. By checking 
h’(x), one can show that h(x)JO when 
(1) a(x)/x’t00, some O< t< 1, or 
(2) a(x)/x’JO, all t>O and a(x)/(logx)‘~~, some r>l, or 
(3) a(x)/(logx)‘JO, all r> 1 and w’(x)> l/x(logx)‘, some l<s<2. 
Regarding (3), if 1 < s < 2 and w’(x) < l/x(log x)‘ for large x, then w(x) cannot 
converge to infinity as it must when h(x) 4 0. Examples of a(x) (and corresponding 
h(x)) include 
a(x) =x1’?, h(x) - (log x)x I”, 
a(x) =x/log x, h(x) - (log x)(log log x)x-‘, 
and 
a(x) = (log x)‘, h(x) - l/log x. 
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In the following result we give the range of oscillation of M, with no conditions 
on a, other than 1 da,,sn. 
Theorem 2. Let % denote the set of limit ponts of the sequence M,,. With probability 
one, Ce = [y*, 11, where y* is the injimum of all positive y satisfying I,, _, y”” = ~0. 
If a,,/log n-p E [O,oo], the above result says that %‘= [exp(-l//3), 11 as. In 
particular, % = [0, l] a.s. if a,,/log n 90, and E=(l) a.s. if a,/logn+a. 
2. Proofs 
In this section we use [x] to denote the greatest integer in x. If A is a set, we write 
#A to denote the number of elements in A. We use a c b to mean that a < 00 if 
b<a, or that b=co if a=co, and we use a=b to mean that acbsu. The proof 
of the following lemma is straightforward and omitted: 
Lemma 1. Suppose lx,1 < ~0, x, is a non-increasing sequence, C x, = CO and E is a set 
of positive integers for which lim inf,, r #(En[O,n])/n>O. 7’hen,Ck,,:x,=a. q 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let p,, = pu,lh( n) and suppose C p,, = CO. Let f be the function 
on [0, ~0) with inverse f-‘(x) = ji dr/a( t), x 3 0, and let k,, = [f(n/2$)]. Since 
f’(x) = a(f(x))?a (2.1) 
we have f((n + 1)/2$) -f(n/2$)+oo. Thus, for large n, 
f((n - 1)/2@) < k,, < k,+, Gf((n + 1)/24). (2.2) 
We will prove that 
f’(x+l)/f’(x)+l, as x+co, (2.3) 
and 
2G(k,+, -k,)/a(k,+,)+l, as n+co. 
Fix y > 0. Since x/a(x) T 00 and f(x) + a3, we have for large x (x > x,), 
I 
Iir+l) 
x+l=f_‘(f(x))+ dtla(t)ax+ylog(f(x+l)lf(x)), 
f(Y) 
(2.4) 
so that f(x+l)/f(x)cexp(l/y) for x)x,. By (2.1), letting w(x)=x/a(x), we 
have for large x, l~u(f(x+l))/a(f(x))=(f(x+l)/f(x))w(f(x))/w(f(x+l))~ 
exp(l/ y), since w and f are non-decreasing. Let y+c~ to get (2.3). Now by (2.1), 
(2.2) and (2.3): 
1 s 4k,+,)la(k)~ a(f (?))/a(/ (y)) 
= f’((n + 1)/2$)/f ‘((n - 1)/2+) + 1. (2.5) 
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Using (2.1) and the mean value theorem, we have for some e, in (-1,1) and some 
x in [n/2$, (n + l)/Wl, 
W(kn+, -k.)-Ziii(f(~)-f($)+e.) 
=f’(x)+2$en=a(f(x))+2$e,. 
Thus, by (2.2), for large n, 
W(k,+, - kn) 
a(k,+,) 
Statement (2.4) now follows from (2.5). 
Fix an integer M > 5$ log 3, and let r, = M(k,,+, - k,,)/log n. Since h(x) + 0, we 
have f’(x)/logx=a(f(x))/logx=l/h(f(x))+~. Thus, f’(n/2$)/logn+m. By 
the mean value theorem, k,,, -k, zf ‘(n/2+)/2$ - 1 so that r,, + 00. Let r,, denote 
a set of increasing integers {t(n, l), . . . , t(n, 4(n))} for which t(n, 0) = k, < t(n, l), 
k n+,=t(n,~(n)) and (t(n,j+l)-t(n,j))/r,,+l+ uniformly inj=0,...,4(n)-1, 
as n + 03. The above requires that A44( n)/log n + 1. Under the conditions of the 
Theorem, /3, is non-increasing, so that by (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5), 
c c PY,E c c P”(k,,+~,:l~~~f~‘(j) 
tt _ I jc /;, n ‘I ,c/;, 
4ln)-l 
--x, ;T;, mPrcn,i) 
<,b,(n-1 lol,,+l)-l 
“,,c, c 
c pi= c y pr=“. 
, --Cl I=l(n.,) ,,‘I r=k,, 
Now, define E,,={M,,<pL,} and F~=IJ,~,.,, E,. For nsl, 
(2.6) 
P(F,)S c 
( 
P(E;)- c P(E,nE,) . 
) 
(2.7) 
,<:I;, IS. ;cr;, 
Since x/a(x)tco, we have x-a(x)/$ta, so that for k,,sj4k,+,, j-ajs 
j-a(j)lrC,sk,+, - a(k,,+,)/$s k,, by (2.4) if n is large. Thus, for i and j in r, with 
i <j, P( E, n E,) s P( E$)p :-’ s P( E,)p ii:, , so that by (2.7), 
d(n) 
P(F,,)S c P(6) l- c Pf;:+, 
IC I‘,, ( 
. (2.8) 
,=I > 
Now, suppose (~k,,+,)oO’k~~+l)< n-‘I’. By (2.4), for large n, pk:,+, < n~“““Z’ogn <$, so 
that by (2.8), P(F,,)a$C,,,.I, prj. If E.L’:,~J(‘,~+~)Z nP”2, then P(F,,)a F(J%,,,~~)~ 
P~;,‘:>‘+l’~ n-‘/2. Thus, for large n, 
P(F,,) 3 min{0,,, C”?} (2.9) 
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where 0, =$CJC,;, ~~~_ We now prove that 
c P(F,)=KX 
n*, 
(2.10) 
DefineI,,=lif0,<n P”2 and 1, = 0 otherwise. Let q,, = #[k: 1 G k s n and I, = O]/n. 
If lim sup q,, 24, then for infinitely many k, by (2.9), 
and (2.10) holds. Suppose 1 - q,, > f for all large n. By (2.9), 1 P(F,,) 2 1 P(F,)I,, 2 
I,,%, enIn. By Lemma 1, to prove (2.10) it suffices to prove that 
hminf(nl,/uk)>O 
k-m 
(2.11) 
where uk =CiI: I, #(I’,,) and vk =CzI\ #(I’,). Note that M #(r,,)/log n + 1, 
(k-l)/4 
uk 3 (2M))’ 
I 
logxdx+8M))‘(k-l)(log(k$) -1) 
and 
I 
h 
vk s 2M-’ log x dxs2M-‘k log k for large k. 
I 
Since the ratio of these bounds converges to &, (2.11), and thus (2.10), is proved. 
Fix an integer s > 2+2$‘. By (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), for all large n, 
k ,,++W-(y)-f(y) 
-f(%)($$$f(!$) zt+h(k,,+,). (2.12) 
Now, by (2.10), for some 0 < r G s + 1, 
(2.13) 
By (2.12), the events F,+,,,,C,+,, , F,+c.,,+,,c,+,j, . . . are independent for some n0 > 1. 
Thus, by (2.13), P(E, i.o.) = 1. 
We now prove the second half of Theorem 1. Suppose C pn <co and sup,,(a,,+, - 
a,) = B < 00. As before 
(2.14) 
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Define y, =max{p,, o(j)}, where cr(j) = (f-‘(j)) -z”f’rr(“. Since U(X) =f’(f-‘(x)), 
I, (f~‘(j))-‘logf--‘(j)lu(j)~ 
I 
I, W’(x))~‘(a(x))-’ log-‘(x) dx 
s 
< u-l log u du < ~0. (2.15) 
Since (f-‘(j)))’ is non-increasing, 
c W’(j))-‘hW’(j) = c ‘2’ W’(j>>Y’ logfp’(j> 
j”, 4.i) n-1 ;=r,,+1 a(j) 
9(n) 
=c c 
‘(si) (f-‘(i))-’ logf-‘( i) 
n-1 ,=I !=rtn,,-l,+l a(i) 
b c c (fm’Wm2rn logf’(k,) 
rls, /Cl’,, U(kn+l) 
= C C (f-‘(j))Y2. 
,,=I ,i,;, 
The last assertion is a consequence of (2.2) and (2.4). Thus, by (2.15) we have 
I, ,z, (f-‘(j))mz < a. (2.16) 
I, 
Since (Y (j)“l C (f-‘(j))-’ for large j, we have by (2.14), and (2.16), 
c c Y?<Q (2.17) 
nz, jil.,, 
Since pj < y,, it suffices to prove that P{M, < y,, i.o.} = 0. Let u(n, j) = u,(,,~) and 
Yn,, = Yr(n,,I. For nkl and Osjs4(n)-l define 
M,,,=max{U,: t(n,j)--(n,j)+3Br,<i~f(n,j)} 
By assumption, log a(j) = -2$h(j)TO, so that a(j)? 1. And, since pj is non- 
decreasing, Y, is eventually non-decreasing. Thus, for 0 s j G c$( n) - 1, we have that 
P{M,,, < Yn,;+,}G (Yn,j+,)~(n.,+l’(Yn,,+,)~(‘~.~)-~(~~~+’)~~~~,~ 
G (Yn,.j+l) 
a(n,/+l)(Y,,j+,)-sH,-,, 
by (1.3). By (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5), for large n, 
( yn,j+,)-5Br” s f-‘(t(n,j+ l))‘ORr,~$/o(r(n.l+l)) 
<f -~(k,+,)lO~M(k,,+,~h,,~~~/~l~~~~)~~(h,,) 
4 ((n+ 1)/214)“““““~“~ 2e7HM = d. 
(2.18) 
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Note that d is a positive constant, independent of n and j. By (2.18), P{M,,, < 
~,,~+,}d d(y,,,+,)““‘*~‘+“, so that by (2.17), 
( 
lbb(n)-I 
P U {n/l,,, s yn,,+,} for infinitely many n =O. 
> 
(2.19) 
, =o 
Now, suppose M,,, > Y,!,,+, for all Osj < 4(n). If k, c k < k,,,, , then for some 
Ocjs4(n) we have t(n,j)dk<t(n,j+l), and hence 
M,=max{lJ,: k-ar<iak}sMn,,> yn,,+,BykzpL. 
By (2.19), P{M,,<pn i.o.}c P{M,,< yn i.o.}=O. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 2 of [6], lim inf M,, = y* as. Thus, it suffices to 
prove that yE(e a.s., all y*<y<l. Suppose O<y*<l. Fix y*<y<l and O<e< 
min( y*, 1 -y). Let a = y* - F and b = y + e. Also define x(t) = a + b - t or t according 
as t E (a, b) or I sf (a, b). x( LI,), k 2 1, is a sequence of independent U(0, 1) variables, 
so by Theorem 2 of [6], lim inf max{x( U,): n - a,, < k G n} = y* a.s. Thus, P{y - E < 
M, < y + E i.o.} = 1. Since E is arbitrary, we conclude that y E % as. If y* = 1 our 
conclusion follows since lim inf M,, = 1 a.s. in this case. If y* = 0 the proof is the 
same as above except we define x(t) = y - t or t according as t E [0, y] or t E (y, 11, 
where y is an arbitrary point in (0, 1). 0 
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